Rotation List of Candidates for the 2020 Presidential Primary Election

TO THE COUNTY ELECTIONS OFFICIAL OF THE COUNTY OF

Madera

I, ALEX PADILLA, Secretary of State, pursuant to Elections Code section 8122, do hereby certify the following candidates for nomination to the following offices in the order of arrangement prescribed in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 13100) of Division 13 of the Elections Code.
Rotation List of Candidates for the 2020 Presidential Primary Election

State Assembly 5

President Democratic

ANDREW YANG
ROQUE "ROCKY" DE LA FUENTE III
JOHN K. DELANEY
AMY KLOBUCHAR
BERNIE SANDERS
JOE SESTAK
TOM STEYER
DEVAL PATRICK
MICHAEL BENNET
MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG
MOSIE BOYD
CORY BOOKER
PETE BUTTIGIEG
JOSEPH R. BIDEN
TULSI GABBARD
MARK STEWART GREENSTEIN
JULIÁN CASTRO
MICHAEL A. ELLINGER
ELIZABETH WARREN
MARIANNE WILLIAMSON

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

* Incumbent
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State Assembly 5

President Republican

MATTHEW JOHN MATERN  Republican
ZOLTAN G. ISTVAN  Republican
DONALD J. TRUMP*  Republican
ROBERT ARDINI  Republican
JOE WALSH  Republican
BILL WELD  Republican
ROQUE "ROCKY" DE LA FUENTE  Republican

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

President American Independent

DON BLANKENSHIP  American Independent
PHIL COLLINS  American Independent
ROQUE "ROCKY" DE LA FUENTE  American Independent
CHARLES KRAUT  American Independent
J.R. MYERS  American Independent

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

President Green

SEDINAM MOYOWASIFZA-CURRY  Green
DAVID ROLDE  Green
HOWIE HAWKINS  Green
DARIO HUNTER  Green
DENNIS LAMBERT  Green

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

* Incumbent
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State Assembly 5

President Libertarian

STEVEN A RICHEY Libertarian
JACOB HORNBERGER Libertarian
SOURAYA FAAS Libertarian
KEENAN WALLACE DUNHAM Libertarian
ADAM KOKESH Libertarian
VERMIN SUPREME Libertarian
JO JORGENSEN Libertarian
DAN BEHRMAN Libertarian
ERIK CHASE GERHARDT Libertarian
KEN ARMSTRONG Libertarian
MAX ABRAMSON Libertarian
SAM ROBB Libertarian
KIM RUFF Libertarian

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

President P and F

HOWIE HAWKINS Peace and Freedom
GLORIA LA RIVA Peace and Freedom

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE
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State Assembly 5

United States Representative District 4

BRYNNE S. KENNEDY   Democratic
TOM MCCLINTOCK*   Republican
JULIANNE BENZEL   Republican
JAMIE BYERS   Republican
JACOB THOMAS   Republican
ROBERT LAWTON   No Party Preference

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

United States Representative District 16

KEVIN COOKINGHAM   Republican
JIM COSTA*   Democratic
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH WILLIAMS   Democratic
ESMERALDA SORIA   Democratic

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

State Assembly Member District 5

Multi County District
(Each County To Draw Own Random Alphabet)
County Must Determine Order And Coordinate With Vendor.
Certified Candidates for the Contest, Not in the Order Provided Here, Are:
FRANK BIGELOW*   Republican

SPACE FOR WRITE-IN CANDIDATE

* Incumbent